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Misconceptions and (in)flexibilities
o “Can student teachers be paid as substitutes?”

o YES! Check out residency programs from several of your fellow EPIs.

o “Can we grant credit for prior learning or by testing?”
o YES! Credit granted by CLEP/DANTES testing, CAEL protocols or transferred 

from prior coursework is acceptable for earning endorsements.

o “I need to get an administrator certificate, but I missed my 
favorite EPI’s enrollment window.”

o OPEN THAT WINDOW! Law requires that new administrators without 
certificates enroll in a program within six months of their hire date. 



Misconceptions and (in)flexibilities
o “Can I do this additional endorsement program online from 

an out-of-state college?”
o YES, BUT WHY? Michigan teachers need flexible, affordable pathways 

to advance their professional learning.

o MDE approves a course of study; EPIs may deliver it in many creative 
ways without asking for permission from MDE (e.g., online, 
competency-based).

o “Help! I need to get my reading diagnostics class now and 
can’t enroll anywhere!”
o Go back two bullet points and think about expanding offerings.



Proposed Michigan 
Certification Structure 
KELLI CASSADAY



Proposed Michigan 
Certification Structure



Reminders and Review



Endorsement Phase Out
(AX) Communication Arts
(BC) Journalism
(CF) Sociology
(LZ) Visual Arts Ed Specialist
(OX) Fine Arts
(MD) Recreation

(MH) Dance
(GM) Marketing Education
(NR) Computer Science
(FE) Russian
(FI) Polish
(YL) Bilingual Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We been examining endorsement areas that have under production, under utilization in the K-12 schools or we can’t keep up on updating standards.We’ve found that these 12 areas have either or both. For example we have very few sociology  candidates and little utilization in schools. In fact some of these areas have virtually no production of candidates – polish. Removing these as endorsement areas will mean that K-12 administrators will be able to use their discretion in assigning teachers to teach these areas.Specifically – an administrator could place a certificated teacher who has experience in dance in the position OR they could choose to hire the local dance teacher part time. This should provide administrators with greater flexibility in assigning teachers. What this means for your programs???



Endorsement Phase Out Timeline

Phase out 
effective1/1/2018 Roster due 

to MDE1/30/2018

Candidate 
coursework 
and MTTC 
completed

7/1/2021

MTTC test 
options 

eliminated
7/1/2021

Last date to issue 
these 

endorsements
7/1/2026

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a phase timeline. (see slide)Our goal is to communicate this to both K-12 and higher education through a variety of means. If you notice, the timeline is Jan 2018. Our hope is that this coincides with rules revision and the removal of the minor program requirement. Our expectation is that you will consult with your faculty and determine how to advise candidates about programs and complementary programs or concentrations, regardless of whether they are endorsement areas.



Cert Structure: Why now?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effective Education WorkforceEquityLarge-group stakeholder meetings were conducted since 2015, and over 4,000 individuals responded to a 2016 survey on challenges the current certification system poses for making appropriate placements.



Students must come first

Design for most possibilities

Preserve special education rules

Redesign MS teacher preparation

Consider HS content depth for MS 

Elementary teacher prep in all subjects is too broad

Summary of Findings: 
Non-Negotiables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The stakeholders we worked with agreed on six basic non-negotiables that any certification system must include. As you respond to our survey later, please keep these ideas in mind, and check to see we’ve included them. *First— Students are the focus. Any certification system we have must ultimately and chiefly support student learning and achievement. *Next, while we understand that special situations and unique challenges will arise, we must design a certification system that works for the needs of the greatest number of situations possible. While Michigan has different school settings, different geographical locations, and diverse needs, we need to create a certification system that works for the realities of the majority of Michigan’s schools.  We have a system of permits for substitute teachers and out-of-field educators which acts as one way to handle allowable exceptions to certification. Keeping this in mind, the system we are asking you about is the main certification system, not the sub systems we use to meet unique needs. *Next, since requirements for special education teachers use a separate set of rules, we are not addressing the way teachers of special education are certified. Their system must not be challenged by our new proposed structure. *A fourth item is that the unique needs of Michigan’s middle school students must be better addressed in any new system we envision. Specifically, our current certification structure lacks specialized social-emotional training and depth of content for teaching middle school students, and we need to address that. *Related to the unique experiences and demands of middle school is the opportunity we needed to preserve for middle school students to earn high school credit. If we see middle school education as a critical springboard toward success in high school, we need to make sure teachers at middle schools are prepared with the depth of knowledge necessary to support the delivery of high school content. *As mentioned earlier, stakeholders felt that the expectations for elementary teachers to be adequately prepared for such a wide range of subjects was unreasonable. Michigan currently authorizes its K-5 teachers to teach “all subjects” to their students in any classroom setting, and students in a self-contained classroom can be taught any and all subjects from one teacher in grades K through 8. How do we adequately prepare for all subjects? Instead, stakeholders agreed that we should target the preparation of elementary teachers to a limited and reasonable number of foundational subject areas, while recognizing that we still need to prepare them to provide a well-rounded education to all students.We know that is a lot of aspects to think about so far, but in presenting the non-negotiables to you, we hope that these beliefs can be shared, and that your own review of the proposed system will confirm that we are all on the same page. Let’s review those six non-negotiables a moment:1. Students Must Come First2. Design for Most Possibilities3. Preserve Special Education Rules4. Redesign Middle School Teacher Preparation5. Consider High School Content Depth for Middle School6. Elementary Teacher Preparation in All Subjects is Too Broad



Summary of Findings: 
Tensions

Middle school job market demand

Endorsement breadth vs. depth

Integration within and across content areas

Preparation program requirements

Ease and flexibility of placement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We observed five additional themes when reviewing our survey data and the feedback we got from our various rounds of stakeholder meetings. These next five areas are called tensions because they represent further unresolved questions, seemingly contradictory circumstances, or situations that we need to contemplate well in advance of any new certification structure. We ask that you also try to keep these concepts in mind when you respond to the survey. Since these are a bit more complex than the non-negotiables, I’ll take you through each one in greater detail. *We’re calling the first one “Middle School Job Market Demand.” Think about this one in the context of the two non-negotiables that focused on middle school – properly preparing teachers for the unique challenges of a middle school student and providing them with the depth of knowledge needed to deliver some high school content. Research and practice tell us that teacher candidates don’t generally select middle grades as an initial area for preparation. Rather, teachers tend to evolve into being a middle-grades teacher through experiences with middle-grades students or in middle-grades placements. The tension here is that if we create a middle-level grade span, without having other overlapping grade ranges in our certificate structure, we run the risk of creating a shortage of middle grades teachers, as other states have seen.  *The second tension is called “Endorsement Breadth Versus Depth.” Think about a certification system that must offer both broad endorsement areas (such as social studies or integrated science) but also narrow or specialized endorsements (such as geography or chemistry). The tension here is that the broad endorsement area allows the teacher to be prepared to understand a wide range of sub-disciplines and how to integrate them, whereas the narrow or specialized endorsement allows for teachers to be prepared with a deep understanding of a specific subject area. As we build one system that contemplates the most possibilities, how might we prepare educators equitably for any endorsement area and assist educators in finding appropriate assignments within those possibilities? *A third tension is known as “Integration Within and Across Content Areas.” There is a need for teachers to have in-depth knowledge of individual content areas, such as biology, but there is also a need to understand how biology integrates with other areas of science and math. For another example, think about reading; there is a need for teachers to have an in-depth understanding of reading, but also an understanding of how reading is included or embedded in content areas. This truly becomes a tension and it is heightened because only so many credits can fit within a preparation program. *Speaking of what can fit into a preparation program, the fourth tension that came out from our review of research and feedback was “Program Requirements.” Preparation programs have credit limits and constraints. The typical teacher preparation program includes general education requirements, educator preparation requirements, and field experience requirements. If only so much coursework can fit into a preparation program, how do we design a new certification structure that aligns our expectations for grade levels and endorsement areas with a sufficient combination of coursework and meaningful clinical or field experiences? *Finally, while students must indeed come first, we still need to contemplate how administrators need to have some flexibility to place teachers appropriately under any new certification structure we design. We cannot make this only about resolving a teacher shortage problem. There are realities of finding and attracting well-prepared teachers, but there are also the realities of resources available for staffing, how to navigate employing substitute teachers when necessary, and ensuring that the teachers who are employed are the best fit for their assignments, as well as to meet student achievement goals.Let’s take a moment to review the five tensions we just introduced. Again, contemplate these tensions as you respond to the survey. 1. Middle School Job Market Demand2. Endorsement Breadth Versus Depth3. Integration Within and Across Content Areas4. Preparation Program Requirements5. Ease and Flexibility of Placement



Proposed Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
. First, there would be one educator certificate, with all earned endorsement areas and their associated grade bands listed on the certificate. Second, we intend that educators might more easily add endorsements (content areas or student populations) and associated grade bands to their certificate. In the proposed model, there are 5 possible grade bands:Prekindergarten to Grade 3,Grades 3 through 6,Grades 5 through 9,Grades 7 through 12, andPrekindergarten-12. The preparation for each of these grade bands includes content area coursework, foundational coursework, and field experiences appropriate to the grade range. Although the coursework, foundational coursework, and field experiences will vary with each grade band and subject area, each will include learner-centered supports, including strategies to teach deeper learning to all students, and differentiated supports for intervention and tiered instruction. Educator preparation program standards will guide the construction of coursework and field experiences. Third, note that feedback was also gathered in support of designing a system where at least one grade level overlapped with the grade band before and the grade band after. This, we understood, would further assist in placing teachers for a variety of different school settings, especially those that overlapped the middle school years. stakeholders strongly recommended integrating prekindergarten into the beginning grade band. This, they felt, would contribute to a connected P-20 system and reinforce development of the critical social and academic skills that young learners need to be successful. Reminder that this doesn’t stand alone. 



Video and Survey 
Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The previous information was shared through a video narrated by Michigan middle school teacher Ben Pineda from Haslett. This 20 minute video accompanied a survey and was shared in May.The survey was distributed through an MDE e-blast memo, sent through various education organizations, and was directly emailed to teachers through their MOECS email address.MDE staff presented information about the survey to various education organizations including DARTEP, GELN, Early Literacy Task Force, Early Math Task Force, MASA, MiSciPLN.Additional presentations occurred after the survey closed to increase awareness of proposed changes. (Wayne RESA, M-ASCD)



YouTube Video
Video Views: 6,671

Average View Duration: 8:25

56%33%

11%

0%
Devices

Mobile Phone Computer Tablet TV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video was 20 minutes long, so average duration was not the full video. Though 6,671 was nearly twice the number of responses, so some watched the video more than once and perhaps re-watched certain portions.



Role
Role Count Percent
Community Member 19 0.65%
Human Resources Staff 30 1.02%
Institute of Higher Education Dean, Director, or Chair 37 1.26%
Institute of Higher Education Faculty or Staff Member 127 4.33%
Media Specialist or School Librarian 47 1.60%
Paraprofessional or Instructional Support Staff 11 0.38%
Parent 27 0.92%
Principal or Building Administrator 222 7.57%
School Board Member 10 0.34%
School Counselor, Psychologist, or Social Worker 54 1.84%
State Legislator 1 0.03%
Superintendent or District Office Staff 186 6.34%
Support Staff, Custodial, Food Service, or Other Building 
Operations Staff 4 0.14%
Teacher or Teacher Candidate 2158 73.58%
Grand Total 2933 100.00%

19 30 37127 47 11
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222 10
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4

2158

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3603 survey takers9960 open-ended responses



Region
Region Count Percent
Region 1 118 4.02%
Region 2 156 5.32%
Region 3 479 16.33%
Region 4 197 6.72%
Region 5 253 8.63%
Region 6 163 5.56%
Region 7 246 8.39%
Region 8 316 10.77%
Region 9 898 30.62%
Region 10 107 3.65%
Grand Total 2933 100.00%
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Teacher Distribution
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Setting

Setting Count Percent

Rural 929 33.55%

Suburban 1315 47.49%

Urban 525 18.96%

Grand Total 2769 100.00%

929

1315

525



Size

Size Count Percent
Fewer than 200 145 4.13%
201 to 1000 756 21.53%
1001 to 2500 955 27.19%
2501 to 5000 740 21.07%
5001 or more 916 26.08%
Grand Total 3512 100.00%
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740

916



Level of Support



Key
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Support as 
described

Support with minor 
revisions

Neutral or no 
opinion

Significant revisions 
are required

Significant 
disagreement or 

opposition



General Opinions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Child/adolescent development, social emotional needs were a common theme throughout – would be considered in standards development. 554 comments referenced coursework745 comments were “do not apply”610 comments were a question or clarification of the structure1231 comments were some variation of “sounds good”480 comments were off-topicAt least 800 comments were related to staffing or appropriate placement



PK-3 Grade Band
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally an emphasis on pedagogy and child developmentStrong support for increase in ELA and Math.



Grades 3-6 Band
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, emphasis on pedagogy



Grades 5-9 Band
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Grades 7-12 Band
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
81 comments on the 7-12 band out of 2645 comments.



Grades PK-12 Band
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the revisions recommended, most common was to split the PK-12 into 2-4 bands (17%, 246 comments/1480). 



Overall 
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Comment Themes



Row Labels PK-3 G3-6 G5-9 G7-12 PK-12 Overall Grand Total
Grand Total 2933 2794 2716 2679 2645 2607 16374
blank 1121 1093 989 1100 1165 982 6450
positive comment 150 194 176 239 314 160 1233
emphasis on ela and/or 
math 460 173 42 33 6 43 757
n/a 148 124 73 114 157 129 745
question/clarification 55 69 102 130 142 113 611
staffing 125 119 119 60 34 123 580
coursework 131 86 126 76 63 73 555
off-topic 89 81 68 66 47 134 485
misconception 36 40 82 58 96 37 349
break into smaller bands 16 13 25 14 246 25 339

General Comment Themes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Positive feedback on the increase in ELA and Math preparationSpecific feedback on what coursework should include – will be included in standards developmentConcerns about staffing, particularly in small schools – will be included in appropriate placement



Row Labels
Support as 
described

Support 
with minor 
Revisions

Neutral or no 
opinion

Significant 
revisions are 

required

Significant 
disagreement 
or opposition Grand Total

Grand Total 1437 595 492 211 198 2933
blank 635 114 304 32 36 1121
emphasis on ela and/or 
math 381 58 3 12 6 460
positive comment 140 7 2 1 150
n/a 13 2 125 2 6 148
coursework 31 75 3 16 6 131
staffing 4 27 11 30 53 125
early childhood 60 25 3 4 4 96
off-topic 19 30 11 15 14 89
grade band specialization 55 9 1 2 67
sci/ss 2 49 12 2 65

PK-3 Comment Themes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support for ELA and Math emphasisRecommendations provided for coursework, or comments positive for coursework described – will be used with standards development team.Staffing comments were generally negative, but relate more to appropriate placementSupport for early childhood inclusion



Grades 3-6 Comment Themes
Row Labels

Support as 
described

Support 
with minor 
Revisions

Neutral or 
no opinion

Significant 
revisions are 

required

Significant 
disagreement 
or opposition

Grand 
Total

Grand Total 1326 605 424 228 211 2794
blank 668 91 265 26 43 1093
positive comment 186 6 1 1 194
emphasis on ela and/or math 36 108 4 22 3 173
core 140 10 4 154
n/a 13 6 93 2 10 124
staffing 12 26 4 19 58 119
coursework 24 39 5 13 5 86
off-topic 23 33 9 7 9 81
teacher marketability 6 21 7 24 12 70
other 40 27 2 69

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General support for 4 core preparationGeneral support for same size ela, math, sci, ss. Some recommend stronger ELA and/or math -will work with standards development team.Staffing concerns generally negative – related to appropriate placementPositive for coursework requirements



Grades 5-9 Comment Themes

Row Labels
Support as 
described

Support 
with minor 
Revisions

Neutral or 
no opinion

Significant 
revisions are 

required

Significant 
disagreement or 

opposition Grand Total
Grand Total 1231 648 328 260 249 2716
blank 616 91 197 31 54 989
positive comment 164 7 4 1 176
coursework 57 52 3 9 5 126
staffing 18 24 10 24 43 119
content expert 78 20 1 6 2 107
middle level 73 17 7 7 104
question/clarification 10 61 17 7 7 102
misconception 10 29 6 21 16 82
other 29 46 1 3 79
local control 8 31 4 17 18 78

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support for coursework requirements – standards development teamConcerns about staffing – appropriate placementComments that express a middle school teacher should be a content expert were generally in support of the structure.Positive comments about the consideration of middle level learners



Grades 7-12 Comment Themes

Row Labels
Support as 
described

Support with 
minor 

Revisions
Neutral or no 

opinion

Significant 
revisions are 

required

Significant 
disagreement 
or opposition Grand Total

Grand Total 1345 599 378 216 141 2679
blank 719 104 216 25 36 1100
positive comment 211 21 7 239
content expert 90 18 4 18 1 131
question/clarification 17 71 17 20 5 130
recommendation 6 85 16 10 117
n/a 16 8 83 1 6 114
content area 
requirement 25 33 2 15 4 79
coursework 26 36 1 8 5 76
off-topic 13 17 13 15 8 66
other 41 19 3 63

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General support for the content as described – need for content expertsGeneral support for the recommendation (not requirement) of 2 areasSupport for coursework



Grades PK-12 Comment Themes

Row Labels
Support as 
Described

Support with 
Minor Revisions

Neutral or No 
Opinion

Significant 
revisions are 
required

Significant 
disagreement 
or opposition Grand Total

Grand Total 1257 423 559 214 192 2645
blank 710 86 304 26 39 1165
positive comment 287 15 12 314
break into smaller bands 21 79 25 81 40 246
n/a 16 6 129 6 157
question/clarification 10 44 51 21 16 142
endorsement-specific 37 61 4 13 18 133
misconception 13 25 10 21 27 96
coursework 15 36 2 7 3 63
grade band specialization 39 7 1 1 48
off-topic 8 11 8 10 10 47

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most common theme was to break the PK-12 into smaller bands, either 2 (elem/sec) or 4 (in line with others)



Overall Comment Themes

Row Labels
Support as 
Described

Support with 
Minor Revisions

Neutral or 
No Opinion

Significant 
revisions are 
required

Significant 
disagreement 
or opposition Grand Total

Grand Total 750 1118 154 370 215 2607
blank 398 375 76 86 47 982
summary 16 111 3 39 21 190
positive comment 125 33 1 1 160
off-topic 14 65 16 26 13 134
n/a 13 66 16 23 11 129
staffing 10 58 1 31 23 123
question/clarification 16 61 14 16 6 113
shortage 6 23 4 22 22 77
coursework 15 40 3 12 3 73
other 22 26 1 1 1 51

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StaffingShortagePositive - coursework



Small School Concerns
EXAMINED DUE TO ANECDOTAL FEEDBACK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple presentations people expressed concern for rural schools. We learned through the survey that they really meant small schools. 



Teachers at Very Small Schools
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Less than 200 students



Principals of Very Small Schools
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Less than 200 students10 principals



Superintendents in 
Very Small Districts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Less than 200 students6 superintendents



Superintendents in Small Districts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
201-1000 students



Small School Concerns
Staffing – difficult to move teachers between grade levels

Staffing – inability to place teachers in multiple subjects or in 
temporary positions

Hiring – difficulty with finding teachers to meet district needs

Funding – may require more teachers for specialized subjects

Self-contained middle schools – not part of the proposed 
preparation plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comments from “Fewer than 200” on the “Overall” structure.Teacher, Support as Described: I really like this new proposed certification system. I believe that it will allow educators to be placed in areas for which they are comfortable teaching and also allow for more in-depth training in the content areas that will fit their grade levels and expectations. I think that this system will benefit students, educators and schools because they will be able to place teachers in positions that are appropriate for their training. Teacher, Support as Described: I think that this will work well. I do hope that interdisciplinary education is being considered important so that teachers can collaborate with other subject areas to give their students well-rounded experiences that are not 100% departmentalized through the older grades. Teacher, Significant Revisions Required:  Unfortunately, the solution proposed causes undue hardship, especially at the elementary level, for districts in rural settings.  We sincerely hope that your committee will instead work with universities to retool elementary education preparation programs so that graduates are better prepared to teach K-5 or K-8.  We also hope that if MDE ignores the needs of Michigan's rural schools and moves ahead with these bands, it will offer permanent waivers based on successful teaching experiences, as determined by the local school district during the time the teacher is working under a temporary permit. Teacher, Significant Disagreement or Opposition: I have taught all grade levels from 8-1st.  As an educator, it was my responsibility to be prepared for the grade level that I was teaching.  I'm lucky that I was in a small district and could change grades over the course of my career.  I don't think any teacher should be limited to one grade span with no flexibility.  I always thought I wanted to teach middle school age children, but found out that my true calling is first grade.  I'm pretty sure most teachers like to switch grade levels at some point.  Our very best kindergarten teacher for years decided to teach 7th grade and it's no surprise that she is just as effective at that grade level.  I'm not sure the preparation is as important as the dedication to being an effective teacher in the area that you are teaching.  Preparation in classroom management is the most important tool in any teacher's toolbox with additional training for our most at risk, and behavior issues would be more helpful and that's across grade levels too. I'm not in agreement with this new certification system at all. Principal, Support with Minor Revisions: I support in general all bands but would like a little more flexibility to utilized teachers across the bands in their specialized subject matters. Principal, Significant Revisions Required: Flexibility within and between bands is completely missing from these proposed bands. This new system needs to consider ALL schools and teachers within the state of Michigan, and this work product seems to have missed the needs of small, rural, specialty, one-room, multi-age, non-public and independent schools and teachers, that may have differing needs. Preparation and certification programs need to serve the whole population of Michiganders, and this new model does not provide the important flexibility necessary to meet all the innovative models within the state. Higher Education Faculty, Support with Minor Revisions: It is my opinion that although these changes make sense on paper, they will wreak havoc on those seeking to place teachers appropriately, those who are certified in the current structure, small schools with fewer faculty to assign appropriately, teacher preparation programs, and teachers currenlty in the field (who will be fearful of new or additional requirements being put in place and possible additional expense).   �Grandfathering of those working under the current certificate structure has not been mentioned, yet.  Having information on how that will be handled may help those involved be more accepting of the proposed new structure. Higher Education Faculty, Significant Revisions Required: I wish choice #3 was "Support with significant revisions" because that's where I am.  It's clear that a lot of work and thought went into this proposed structure.  I wholeheartedly agree that narrowing the grade bands may allow candidates to be better prepared to help their PK-12 students learn--although that depends on the structure and implementation of the new programs. But, I have concerns about the 3-6 grade band and missing CTE endorsements. Please see my comments in the 3-6 and PK-12 grade band areas of this survey. Higher Education Faculty, Support with Minor Revisions: Overall this is a good move.  I hope that an emphasis on integration and collaboration among content areas will be in the standards. Higher Education Faculty: Support as Described: It's time to move on this--I think it's going to be a learning curve, but MDE can support this and provide flexibility as teacher preparation programs take up this important work. Higher Education Dean/Director, Support with Minor Revisions: Higher Ed programs will need to change drastically, add more courses to address grade level - not sure how sustainable this will be in the current state of enrollment in teacher prep. It will take some creative scheduling so as to offer the same amount of courses - but less often. 



Next Steps



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comments indicated all of these things should be included, and there should not be any additional classes and it should not cost more for candidates.



Next Steps

1

Recommendation 
from Internal 
Stakeholder Group 
and MDE 

2

Organizational 
Letters of Support –
acknowledgement of 
areas for resolution

3

Communication of 
final decision

4

Standards, program 
and assessment 
revision and 
approval

5

Candidates begin 
exiting programs no 
earlier than 2024



What’s Ahead for MTTC
OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT 2017-2022

STEVE STEGINK AND PHIL CHASE



Caveats and Notes
Draft overview

The Jell-O hasn’t fully set yet

Based from new contract and funded with remaining MTTC updates 
money

Breakout session in December DARTEP dedicated to MTTC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re presenting to you a draft overview given the needs of the field and the initiatives we have going on now between MDE and stakeholders.This is still in some negotiation with Evaluation Systems, but is based from requirements from our contract and discussions held thus far; we are doing more development than what we’d normally get because we still have a lot of money left over from allocations—and we didn’t have to use any money for test cost defraymentWe will present fuller details to you in December



25+ MTTC Test Fields
Seven groups with cascading development

Two-year development timeframe

Soup-to-nuts development activities

For many test fields, special item development
◦ Video item stems
◦ Clustered MC items
◦ Pedagogy-focused items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MTTC fields are organized into seven groups with overlapping development timeframes over five years; each MTTC field in any group has a two-year span of developmentIn most cases, the two-year span includes new objective setting from the newest standards, item development*, pilot testing, and standard settingItem development in this case will include video clip question stems with clusters of MC items, as well as more pedagogy-focused items; this helps address many of the things the stakeholder group asked for in the RFP writingSpecifics (if needed)Special education objective framework alignment and item development and field testing – CI, LD, EI, ASDSingle health education and physical education endorsement and consequently single test with at two subtests passing each required to pass the overall test



25+ MTTC Test Fields (cont.)
All tests are moving to computer-based delivery only as of Oct 2018

Subscription registration model

Additional practice test development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All tests will be CBT as of Oct 2018; the bid was approved with the CBT cost, and the cost was better than the losing bidder’s costsThe subscription registration model means that there will be no cost access to sample items; it is bought as a “package”RFP asked for more practice tests, and revised practice tests—the development schedule includes thatSubscription model and additional practice tests were also voiced by stakeholders during the RFP writing



Committee Recruitment

www.mirecruit.nesinc.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heavy schedule of test updates means we will need more representatives from teacher preparation to serve on development and review committeesWith the partnerships engaging in should know the most effective teachers and leaders in these fields and be able to nominate them…The special education tests are being revised finally. We are in need of people with special education expertise!

http://www.mirecruit.nesinc.com/


Results Analyzer
Low N filter removed end of July
◦ Feedback?

What’s next for Results Analyzer updates? 
◦ MDE/OPPS and Evaluation Systems invites your involvement in the next 

round of development to increase usefulness of ResultsAnalyzer.



SAT Full Speed Ahead
PRE is in rear-view window

SAT Implementation Guide

Support for out-of-state applicants

Test -takers may select MDE as destination for scores, as well as EPIs:
Michigan Department of Education Teacher Certification (Institution code 6962)

Please provide feedback at job-alike sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last PRE was September 23, 2017; now all new test registrants wishing to fulfill the basic skills examination must take the SAT and register for it independently through College Board. Remember, past passing results on PRE and BST never expire.Initial, or first time, use of alternative pass measures expire seven years from now, October 1, 2025; this includes ACT, MME, and -1 SEM scores with the PRE.What has been the user experience so far? What other supports and guidance can we provide—noting of course that without an active contract with College Board we can cot make requests form the testing vendor in the same way we can with the remainder of the MTTC testsReminder that test-takers can select the MDE as a scores destination and not only the college or university



Rules Revision Update
VIC BUGNI



Accreditation Update
GINA GARNER



Accreditation Updates-CAEP
MDE letter to CAEP President Dr. Chris Koch, 
May, 2017

• Outlined Concerns
• Petitioned CAEP to:
• Extend accreditation timelines of all MI EPPs by 

two years

Dr. Koch’s Response to MDE- June, 2017
• No blanket extension-3 month deferment 
• CAEP staff liaison for each EPP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lack of internal structures for supportInadequate and inconsistent guidance from CAEP to review teamsChanging procedures and policiesInability to meet its own deadlines for feedbackInconsistent practices, findings, and decisions (depending upon pathway choice)



Accreditation Updates-CAEP
MACTE - MDE- June
•Concerns 
•Explore alternative processes

MDE- MACTE August
•Good Cause Extension
•CAEP Pathway
•Explore Association for Advancing Quality in 
Educator Preparation (AAQEP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership changes and vacanciesMovement from 3 pathways to one done without stakeholder feedbackMinimal direction or guidance for advanced programsReliable and fair measures require clarity and consistency from accrediting bodyMACTE recommends exploring alternative accrediting processesThe MDE believes in national accreditation when it is reliably and consistently carried out, whether the final accreditation decision is positive or negative.”Details of letter exchange with Dr. KochMDE encourages all EPPs to apply for a Good Cause ExtensionCAEP is requiring all EPPs (that haven’t submitted SSRs for visits 2018 and beyond) to use the CAEP pathwayMDE will re-write CAEP agreement to remove advanced programsMDE will honor MACTE’s request to explore alternative accreditation pathwaysAssociation for Advancing Quality in Educator Preparation



Accreditation Updates-CAEP
MDE - CAEP Board of Directors- September 
• Appealing decision
• Revising agreement

CAEP Board Response
• On hold until next meeting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Referencing MDE’s previously communicated concerns and Dr. Koch’s responseReminding CAEP that the original agreement to pilot the CAEP process requires that the MDE and EPPs “mutually agree the process was adequately rigorous, robust, detailed, and fair…” Reasons why Dr. Koch’s proposed solutions were unacceptableAppealing his decisionExploring AAQEPRevising the state agreement to remove advanced programs



Accreditation Updates-Next Steps
•One Year Extensions

• New Accreditation Policy Manual
• Time deadlines and fees ($750 per semester)

•Unified Pathway
• CAEP Accreditation Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any EPP wishing to extend their visit date by up to two semesters may apply using the “Good Cause Extension’Provide evidence of the factors preventing accreditation-related activities:1. State or federal standards or legislation requiring significant programmatic change.2. Substantive changes – see Policy 6.02: Substantive Changes.3. Other extenuating circumstances such as, an Act of God, natural disaster, or civil unrest. Contact MDE to discuss optionsNo later than 12 months prior to site visit semester and no sooner than 24 months prior to the site visit semester.$750 Administrative Fee (per semester) – could possibly apply to site visit fees.If granted, term of accreditation is reduced by length of extensionCAEP Accreditation Council endorsed a single accreditation process to replace the SI and IB pathways. Called CAEP Accreditation Process EPPs with a site visit of Fall 2019 and beyond-requiredNew Policy Manual on CAEP site under Accreditation ResourcesHandbook, guides, and technical manuals are promised





Other Updates-Advanced Programs
•School Psychologist Programs
National Association of School Psychologists (NASP)
•School Counselor Programs
Accreditation of Counseling & Related Educational 
Programs (CACREP)
•Reading Specialist Programs
International Literacy Association (ILA)
•Administrator Programs
MDE state review process

Preliminary timeline by December DARTEP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MDE intends to rewrite the Michigan-CAEP state agreement to remove advanced programs from CAEP review



Accreditation
Questions?

Contact: Gina Garner
GarnerG1@michigan.gov
517-241-0172 



Job Alike Sessions
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